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Book : Flora of New Zealand. Volume I. 1961 No.8 x 5 1/2 pp.liv + 1085 pp. ref.bib

Abstract : T he plant life of New Zealand has been relatively well studied, an
excellent flora brings together the older and more recently acquired knowle
taxonomy of the indigenous vascular cryptograms and seed-bearing plants
Dominion, excepting the monocotyledons. Presumably these last will be dea
second volume. T he author, Dr H. H. Allan, died in October, 1957, and had th
the greater part of the manuscript for the present volume. T he responsibilit
the gaps, making final checks, and seeing the whole through the press fell o
Moore. Our thanks are due to her for so adequately carrying out the large a
involved. T he task could not have been an easy one and must have been ve

consuming. It is stated in the Preface that, in this first volume, the total numb
is 116, of genera 290, of species 1, 457 and of distinct varieties 280; the res
figures for dicotyledons alone are 87, 238, 1, 273 and 272. T hree genera, 29
61 varieties are described as new. T he arrangement of ferns is based on Ho
classification, and the sequence of families of the dicotyledons is approximat
Hutchinson's earlier work (1926).
T he taxa (families, genera, species and varieties) are clearly and concisely de
their ranges given. T here are also simply constructed and arranged dichoto
the families, genera and species. T he 40 black-and-white text figures are cle
adequate so far as they go, but one would have welcomed a great increase
number.
One feature of the New Zealand flora, emphasized in the pioneer work of Sir
Dalton Hooker and by more recent students, particularly by Dr Allan himself,
variability within accepted species or groups or complexes of species to whi
names are sometimes given. T his feature is noted under various genera in
work, where there is much interesting and valuable information, in small type
paragraphs following the taxonomic accounts, sometimes under special hea
"Hybridism" but at other times just following on. References are given to res
have been carried out on the variation or polymorphism of such groups, and
many suggestions for further studies by field-work, application of statistical m
experimental transplants, genetical experiments and cytological investigation
or not New Zealand plants "vary" more than species of other floras of compa
not possible to say, because the proper detailed and comparative study of v
its infancy. T here is no doubt that botanists in New Zealand will find plenty o
such studies in the native flora for many decades to come. One may quote t
Pimelea, and note Allan's remarks under the species P. longifolia (forms of u
status), P. buxifolia (the complex needs further study in the field), P. tomento
somewhat complex group of forms), P. prostrata (a great complex of forms)
villosa (a somewhat diverse group of forms) and so on. Other very variable
taxonomically difficult species occur in Ranunculus , Clematis , Cardamine , Hym
Muehlenbeckia, Fuchsia, Coriaria, Anistome , Dracophyllum, Coprosma, Brachy
Celmisia, Parahebe , Hebe and others. Hybridization between what are, or ha
accepted as, species or other taxa is one cause of the great variation record
complexes in the above genera, but probably only one cause among severa
A second matter of great interest in the New Zealand flora is the high degre
endemism and, combined with this, the phytogeographical relation-ships of
involve intriguing problems. T hese are subjects the full discussion of which l
taxonomy in the strict sense and beyond the bounds of a taxonomic flora, b
sound taxonomy is essential. T he general format of this compact volume ha

recommend it. T he thin fine paper allows over a thousand pages to occupy a
than 2 cm. between the covers. T here are a glossary, a list of Maori names o
an index. W.B.T .
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